
Keynotes
E-marketing, like conventional marketing, aims to create powerful messages which will 
engage consumers, build brands and drive sales. The difference is that it uses digital 
technologies to do so. Whereas traditional marketing has PR and advertising media such 
as TV, press, outdoor and radio as part of the marketing mix, e-marketing uses websites, 
email and sms to reach target markets. Other options are pop-ups or banner ads, which are 
graphic images used on websites to advertise products or services, and embedded videos. 
Search advertising is a form of Internet marketing where companies pay to increase the 
visibility of their websites in search engine result pages. Social networking sites provide 
marketers with an opportunity to tap into a huge market of specific consumer groups.
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 Preview

 Speaking

 Speaking

Listening 1

Conversational marketing

Talking to customers online

Product: Nissan 350Z
Target: 18- to 34-year-olds
Needs: increase traffic on Nissan 350Z’s 
micro site

Product: B2B Marketing 
magazine
Target: marketing practitioners
Needs: gauge industry opinion 
and get regular feedback from 
customers

Product: Sony’s James Bond 
– Quantum of Solace
Target: 15- to 35-year-olds
Needs: generate interest in 
movie and DVD

 Reading 1

Conversational marketing

Glossary

piggyback ride on the success of, 
take advantage of
eavesdrop listen in on conversations
creepy scary
clutter untidy mess

  
  The Economist 



 Vocabulary 1

 Vocabulary 2

Speaking

Word clusters 

1 word of mouth (para 2) a a brief listing of products and services for sale 
2 classified ads (para 4) b a format used for providing web users with frequently updated content 
3 snippets (para 4) c information gained verbally, by someone telling you, rather than written 
4 profile page (para 6) d an exclusive group of people 
5 news feeds (para 7) e a place where you post details about yourself on the Internet 
6 clique (para 8) f a two-line summary that appears along with a link to a website 

 Usage Puns

Google clicks

An Internet search using the keywords ‘Google labs’ will show links to 
Google’s research projects. Choose one of these to discuss with a partner.

1 So far so good. a Lots of bad things happen all at once.
2 It never rains but it pours. b Always try to adapt to a new culture.
3 When in Rome (do as the Romans do). c Don’t say anything about it to anyone.
4 Mum’s the word. d For the moment things are going OK.

@

Listening 2

Speaking



Dynamic e-mail marketing uses a different approach, incorporating multiple components 
to determine the next marketing step by factoring in data obtained from user profiles and 
data about how the target client behaved when they visited a particular website. 

For example, let’s suppose Christy returns to a retailer’s website where she has made 
a purchase. She clicks on a couple of pages until she finds one that interests her. She 
spends some time taking a closer look at some items that interest her but leaves the site 
without buying.

On her next visit, Christy is treated to an email offering her a discount – her user profile 
is in the system – on a necklace, promoting the style she spent the most time viewing. 
Now, that is dynamic marketing but the problem is that most companies do not have the 
sophisticated data management and communication systems that are required to use it.

 Practice

 Language check

For more information, see page 159.

Word order: adverbs

Basic email marketing
Email marketing is rapidly becoming an essential tool for businesses to reach their audiences wherever they 
happen to be. In its simplest form it works like this: Rebecca is a typical customer who frequently buys online. 
Recently she bought several items from a retailer’s website and subsequently received an e-mail with a special 
offer of a reduction on her next purchase. Even if she doesn’t take advantage of the offer, she will most likely 
receive a string of similar mails regardless of any action she may take. That is an example of first generation 
e-mail marketing: relatively simple but not exactly dynamic.

Dynamic email marketing

 Reading 2

Marketing in the virtual world

The second life of Second Life 

Second Life

1 Online virtual world Second Life first got hot a couple of years ago. 
Companies moved in and started to build their own virtual spaces. 
However, maintaining these areas required a lot of resources. 
Of course, if customers had followed, there would have been no 
problem. But they didn’t, and dozens of companies scrambled to 
staunch their bleeding Second Life budgets. Second Life was over 
before it had begun.

2 At the same time, Joni West, a San Francisco-based fine artist and 
business-development consultant, stepped into the breach. “I saw all 
these huge virtual spaces – Adidas, Starwood Hotels, Dell – and they 
were all empty,” says West, 47. “It was ridiculous.”

3 In just two years, West has rewritten the rules of corporate marketing 
on Second Life. An avid user of the site, she realised that billboards, 
commercials, and streaming video fell flat among hyper-creative 
users who wanted to interact. Instead, she concluded, companies 
should try to spark user-to-user discussion – a surprisingly cost-
effective option on Second Life. This insight has produced successful 
initiatives for clients such as Sun Microsystems, Overstock.com, and 
Nestlé, and made West’s firm, This Second Marketing, the leader in 
shepherding name-brand companies back to the virtual world.

4 West stumbled into the business potential of Second Life while 
pursuing her passion for fine art. “I thought it would be fabulous to 
create a virtual art gallery where I could bring people from all around 
the world,” she says. One day, she was sitting on a Second Life 
art gallery couch, doing just that – talking to people from various 
countries – and she had their rapt attention. “At that point, I realised 
how powerful one-on-one engagement could be in Second Life.”

5 West used techniques gleaned from 25 years of marketing 
experience, including digital and email campaigns, to woo potential 
clients. She calmly explained that the previous failures of Second Life 
were a result of not harnessing the medium appropriately to reach 
its 14 million users, up to 66,000 of whom are present at any time. “I 
describe the mistake companies made like this: Imagine you’ve never 
been to Manhattan. You cross the George Washington Bridge, and 
someone hands you a guidebook. The first place you’re going is not 
the Reebok store.”

6 Translation: Second Life is not a place to make sales. It’s also 
a venue where large companies don’t have to spend $3 million 
to build an elaborate space when $10,000 to $100,000, used 
judiciously, can have a much larger impact. 

7 For an early campaign with Colgate, for example, West’s staffers 
fanned out in the virtual world to give out about 35,000 Colgate 
smiles, along with a list of 10 cool places that make you smile. 
“Avatars aren’t born with smiles, and people often don’t know where 
to go in Second Life,” she says. “Users want companies to bring 
something relevant to the community.”

8 West’s work has started to inspire other high-profile, higher-budget 
efforts. The Weather Channel has developed an attraction that lets 
users play sports in varied terrains with highly challenging weather 
conditions (tsunamis, avalanches, flash floods). Users spend 
an average of 30 minutes per visit, and the attraction draws a 
crowd around the clock. “It’s not like a commercial, where maybe 
they watched and maybe they didn’t,” says Drew Stein, CEO of 
developer Involve 3D, which built the Weather Channel’s virtual 
experience. “You’re talking about a user actually paying attention, 
and you can time it. That’s hard to replicate in any other medium.”

9 The upshot is that the virtual world has survived the media spin 
cycle. “I think at first, everyone was there strictly for the hype and 
sunk their money into 15 minutes of fame,” Involve’s Stein says. 
“Now they’re analysing what they’re doing and seeing how Second 
Life breathes.” And in the process, breathing into it a second life.
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Making choices is an integral part of the decision-making process. Leaders who 
make good choices without wasting time are seen as decisive, insightful and 
successful. Leaders who stall and who can’t make up their minds have difficulty 
motivating and inspiring their teams. 
In everyday life, we generally have to make snap decisions about choices. In 
such situations the best strategy is to keep our goals in mind and trust our 
intuition to make the right choices. However, when time is available, the 
following techniques can help make the most appropriate choice.
a Consider the consequences. 
b Go for it! 
c Narrow down the options. 
d Evaluate the outcome. 
e Get the facts. 
f Set your goal. 

Decision making

Listening 3

Culture at work

 Speaking

 Speaking

Taking action

It will make the catalogue more 
expensive in the first year. –2

Customers may print out the catalogue 
anyway, and resent the cost. –3

Customers may get used to it in time 
and see the point. +3

Some ecologically-minded customers 
might be impressed with the move on 
ideological grounds. +4

Total +2 

Need specialised staff or train 
existing staff to produce an 
e-catalogue, the first year. –5

Some customers may not want to 
download the catalogue. –4

Some customers prefer a paper 
support. –3

Sales force will have no paper support 
to show customers. –5

Total –17

Cheaper to produce in the long run. +5

Easier and cheaper to distribute by 
email. +5

A majority of customers will be happy 
and comfortable with an e-version of the 
catalogue. +4

Sales force could show the catalogue on 
their laptops. +2

Total +16

Possible outcomes ConsPros



Decision:Dilemma: Creative showcase

Brief

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Write it up

The X Factor is Europe’s biggest singing contest, 
sponsored by Carphone Warehouse, a mobile phone 
retailer.The X Factor Challenge lets viewers sing 
and draw themselves for a chance to appear on TV 
during the show’s ad breaks. The campaign uses 
TV, mobile and social media to engage the user 
at different levels, from simply watching someone 
else’s performance to creating their own, sharing 
it via their mobile and, ultimately, starring on TV. 
Each week, contestants are picked from the website 
and their animations and singing performances are 
used as TV clips. They are seen by up to 12 million 
viewers during the Saturday night X Factor shows. 

In one take, on one tank
Tribal DDB’s ‘in one take, on one tank’ concept for Volkswagen 
showcases the amazing fuel efficiency of the new Bluemotion Polo 
in a clear, engaging way. To create it, the team drove the car from 
London to the Geneva motorshow on a single tank of diesel and filmed 
the journey in a single take – 36 
hours of footage which was 
edited down and incorporated 
into a site that enabled the 
viewer to participate interactively 
in the drive and review statistics 
relating to CO2 output, cost and 
fuel consumption. The end result 
is a vivid demonstration of the 
car’s unique capability.

In one take, on one tank

O2, the telecoms 
company, asked 
Archibald Ingall Stretton 
to raise awareness of 
their music credentials 
and deliver a real 
experience for the 
brand slogan – ‘We’re better connected’. They hired the Indigo2 
venue, generally used for live music. Then they told people ‘If you 
can fill it, you can win it.’ Any person who could invite enough 
people to fill the stadium could have it for a private party! This was 
the ultimate test of popularity and social networking skills. 

For more information, see Style guide, page 24.

Fill the Indigo

The X Factor Challenge

Language check 

Future perfect

Active and passive

Have and get

Word order: adverbs

Consolidation 

Review 3

Many of you (1 read)  last year’s study 
which found no evidence of  a connection between a 
boss’s personality and company performance. Well, by 
now, I hope you (2 also look at)  the notes I 
sent you about my personal research which, by the time 
it’s finished, (3 prove)  more or less the 
opposite and if by the end of today’s class you don’t 
believe there is a link, then I (4 not achieve) 

 what I set out to do. Before publishing 
our results, both myself and a team of psychologists 
(5 work)  day and night on this project. But 
I know we’ll feel that (6 be)  worth it in the 
end. 

As 1 frequently alpha males are appointed to top jobs 
in the computer industry it surprised many 2 probably 
when Diane Green was appointed CEO of VMware. 
The company sells software that makes data centres 
more efficient and has 3 quietly become the world’s 
fourth most valuable traded 4 publicly software 
company.
Ms Green has already made her management style 
clear to employees. Open communication is key to 
her method and she 5 regularly grants interviews in 
a glass walled office next to the entrance which she 
pops out of 6 often to greet passers-by.



Vocabulary check Usage

Proverbs

Career skills

Influencing 

Debating 

Resources Power E-marketing

Politicians can no longer allow big polluters to operate on 
the 1  theory that the end justifies the 
means. Producing short-term solutions with no concern for 
their 2 and with little or no research being 
done to find 3  solutions is creating nothing 
short of an 4  disaster.
5  controllers, who feel intimidated by 
companies, to impose the penalties that are in place would 
be a start. Unfortunately many corporations consider 
regulations merely as unnecessary 6  which 
prevents them from doing their business efficiently. 




